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CIRRASCALE® JOINS NVIDIA TESLA PREFERRED PARTNER PROGRAM
Cirrascale responds to rising demand for GPU accelerators, offers benefits
to HPC customers by joining partnership program
San Diego, Calif. -- May 30, 2013 -- Cirrascale Corporation®, a premier developer of build-to-order, independent bladebased computing and storage infrastructure for conventional and modular data centers, today announced that it has joined
the NVIDIA® Tesla® Preferred Partner program. As a result, Cirrascale can further help its customers scale HPC applications
by integrating the latest NVIDIA Tesla K20 family of GPU accelerators into its server and GPU infrastructure product lines,
including the newly expanded GB5400 Series of GPGPU blade servers.
“Joining the NVIDIA Tesla Preferred Partner program enables us to provide our customers and partners with cuttingedge GPU-accelerated solutions that can improve and expand their application’s performance and scalability,” said David
Driggers, CEO, Cirrascale Corporation. “Over the past several months, we have experienced a significant increase in interest
regarding these solutions, and being part of this program further allows us to cement our commitment to customers by
continually supplying the highest performing HPC solutions available.”
Cirrascale recently released its next-generation GB5400 blade server supporting up to eight GPU cards, including the latest
NVIDIA Tesla K20 family of GPU accelerators. Utilizing a pair of Cirrascale proprietary 80-lane PCIe switch-enabled risers,
the GB5400 supports up to eight discrete GPU accelerators in a single blade. The solution is immediately available to order
and began shipping in high volume last quarter.
“Tesla GPU accelerators help HPC customers reach new levels of productivity and performance, enabling major new
breakthroughs in engineering and science,” said Roy Kim, product manager, Tesla Accelerated Computing Business Unit at
NVIDIA. “Cirrascale’s design, engineering and integration expertise is ideal to help companies looking to purchase specialized
GPU-accelerated computing solutions that meet their high performance, density and scalability requirements.”
About Cirrascale Corporation
Cirrascale Corporation is a premier provider of blade-based cloud computing and storage infrastructure for conventional
and modular data centers. Cirrascale leverages its patented Vertical Cooling Technology™ to provide the industry’s most
energy-efficient standards-based platforms with the lowest possible total cost of ownership in the densest form factor.
Cirrascale sells to large-scale infrastructure operators, hosting and managed services providers, Cloud Service Providers,
and HPC users. Cirrascale also licenses its award winning technology to partners globally. To learn more about Cirrascale
and its unique data center infrastructure solutions, please visit http://www.cirrascale.com or call (888) 942-3800.
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